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Key Tracks:

'A Beautiful Exit'
'The Valley'
'Coffee'
'Waves'

"Drugs, Sex, and polaroids"
Of the main players in the alternative R&B movement, L.A. singer Miguel is the most explicit about his intent to
elevate the genre.  He's comfortable with being pigeonholed into a genre often referred to with uncomfortable terms
like "PBR&B" and "R-Neg-B" because it "insinuates a higher art".  And he jokes about it: the series of EPs that
launched his reinvention from label-groomed R&B star to enfant terrible was called Art Dealer Chic. 
 
Wildheart, coming after the successful but ultimately transitional Kaleidoscope Dream, is the first album in which he
fully embraces his role as auteur.  It's a refinement, with less awkward lyrics than his predecessor (whose 'Do You...'
rhymed "do you like drugs" with "do you like hugs") and a more uniform sound.  The songs on Wildheart are mostly
based around the guitar, which appears as both a peppy garage-band strum and as a titanic hard rock monster.
 
Save for a curtly interrupted "we begin with breaking news," the latter manifestation of the guitar is the first sound we
hear on opener 'A Beautiful Exit.'  Its heaviness is striking, especially given how tinny and air-tight the guitars sound
on most latter-day hard rock records.  This is a sound that radiates pure power, as much as Miguel himself seems to
on the album cover, surrounded by stars and nebulas.  It's a riveting introduction, especially once the Thundercat-
esque backing harmonies come in.
 
Track two, 'Deal', kicks off with a slow, guitar-centric groove as heavy as the prior track.  We expect Miguel to sing on
it, but instead the song quickly speeds up to a more typical funk-rock tempo.  The album never regains the power of
the first one-and-a-tenth tracks.  After the guitar-free duo of 'The Valley' and 'Coffee', Miguel turns down the
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overdrive, leaving just a polite bit of twang; the songs get a lot lighter from there.
 
They also get a lot hornier. The middle of Wildheart is devoted to almost repulsively sensual love songs as grimy as
anything on Beyonce's self-titled, whose 'Partition' shares more than a passing melodic similarity to the bratty sex
tantrum 'Waves'. Miguel conspicuously uses the word "fuck" to describe the act of love, and he's aware of that word's
crude power, deliberately shouting it every time he sings it on porn fantasy 'The Valley'.  I feel sorry for anyone
listening to the clean version of this thing.
 
Aside from how explicit they get, Miguel's lyrics aren't too far removed from typical R&B subject matter, and as
on Kaleidoscope Dream, they're by far the weakest point of Wildheart.  These songs are rife with cliche.  He likens
himself and his lover to Hollywood actors ('Hollywood Dreams'), fallen angels ('Coffee'), and gangsters ('NWA').
They're gonna die young ('A Beautiful Exit', 'Destinado A Morir'). And the amount of religious imagery might unsettle
Madonna: "I'm your heaven, I'm your hell," he sings on 'The Valley', and incarnations of that same imagery can be
found on at least four songs. 
 
We don't get much of the women's personalities on Wildheart, and for the most part, his view of sex is the same as
that of the majority of macho R&B singers: something one person (the woman) gives up to another (the man).  We
don't get much of Miguel's personality either, though we know he's a horndog with some religious guilt just because
he's the voice on all these songs.  The only time we really get a glimpse of the man behind the music is on 'What's
Normal Anyway', in which Miguel pines about never fitting in with any crowd he rolls with--though being "too far out
for the in crowd" doesn't seem like much of a complaint.
 
If Miguel's trying to be high-art or high-concept, lyrics like these need to go.  He hits closer to the mark with the
production. Wildheart is easily one of the year's best-sounding albums, especially in the way the guitars are treated,
and it's one of the most successful works of hard-rock fusion I've heard in the post-grunge era.  What we ultimately
end up with isn't the groundbreaking artistic statement many hoped Miguel would make, but rather a very solid,
inventively produced, well-executed R&B album that's still rife with the genre's cliches.
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